
A  S I G N I F I CAN T  R E S I D E N CE  by Russian-born Melbourne modernist architect 
Anatol Kagan was sensitively updated by Patrick Kennedy and Rachel Nolan of Kennedy 
Nolan, who paid homage to its mid-century past with nostalgic and idiosyncratic details while 
improving spatial flow and creating a stronger connection to the outdoors. The charming 
chequerboard-tiled kitchen is now the hub of the home. “This kitchen is the love-child of 
architect Anatol Kagan and Julia Child, the American chef and 60s TV personality. Our 
clients loved them both and it was our job to design a new space that would celebrate the 
pleasures of making and eating good food. Colour and pattern are nostalgic, yet the scale and 
space are undeniably modern. This kitchen is now the beating heart of this precious 1960s 
modest family home.” What luxury item did you choose for this kitchen regardless of budget? “The 
client was really keen to have Sub-Zero refrigeration despite the budget.” kennedynolan.com.au

Builder Weiss Builders. Joinery Western hemlock diamond cladding and matching solid cupboard fronts from Cedar Sales by Orana Custom Built 
Furniture & Joinery. Pegboard in Dulux ‘Palmerin’. Benchtop Honed Elba marble from Artedomus. Splashback Winckelmans vitrified square tiles  

in Pistache and Green in chequerboard pattern from Olde English Tiles. Wall finish Western hemlock diamond cladding from Cedar Sales. Flooring 
Chinese slate floor tiles from Bellstone. Sink Abey ‘Lago’ undermount sink in Stainless Steel from e&s. Tapware KWC ‘Eve’ kitchen mixer in White from 

e&s. Oven Wolf ‘E Series’ oven from Sub-Zero Wolf. Cooktop Asko induction cooktop from e&s. Rangehood Qasair ‘Albany’ rangehood in White. 
Refrigerator/freezer Sub-Zero integrated fridge with Black Chalkboard-painted cabinet front from Sub-Zero Wolf. Dishwasher Akso fully integrated 
dishwasher from e&s. Lighting Molto Luce ‘Shopstar’ track lighting in Black from Light Project. Furniture Custom window banquette upholstered in 

‘Tonica’ from Kvadrat. New Volumes ‘Napoleon & Josephine’ mortar and pestle in Elba marble by Sarah King from Artedomus. For stockists see Address Book.
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